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CHARACTERISTICS OF PHASE DETECTORS IN PRESENCE OF NOISE 

By A.H. POUZET 

Summary.- The phase detector is an important device used 
extensively in phase locked loops and in coherent detectors. 
Its characteristics must be known to predict the behaviour of 
the phase locked loop especially by non linear analysis. Noi
seless analysis has been made for great varieties of phase 
detectors, but a satisfactory analysis in presence of noise is 
still needed. Many authors make the implicite assumption that 
the characteristics in presence of noise and without noise are 
alike, what is wrong. In fact it will be shown that all phase 
detector characteristics become sinusoidal at low signal to 
noise ratios whatever their noiseless characteristic may be. 
Besides, it will also be shown that when used as coherent detec 
tors, sinusoidal phase detectors are better than linear phase 
detectors regarding the output signal to noise ratio, and out
put signal to noise spectral density ratio. 

Introduction.- In phase locked loops the phase detector is 
used to measure the phase difference between a periodic input 
signal and the output of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO) 
as shown in the general scheme of a basic phase locked loop 
(Fig. 1). The study of the exact behaviour of the phase locked 
loop is complicated due to the characteristic of the phase 
detector which is necessarily non linear. Indeed, we are not 
able to measure the phase difference between two sine waves 
of the same frequency without introducing some ambiguity ; 
generally the measurement is made modulo one period, that is 
to say modulo 2~ radian, and in some cases of extended range 
phase detectors, it is made modulo 2N~ radian, N integer. In 
any case, the study of the phase locked loop during acquisi
tion (pull-in range, lock-in range)~ unlock, and skipping 
cycles requires the knowledge of the phase detector characte
ristic. The noiseless analysis has been made by the use of 
phase-plane plots (Ref. 1) for the sinusoidal phase detector 
and has been also conducted for·other noiseless phase detector 
characteristics (Ref. 2, 3 and 4) such as triangular,sawtooth, 
.•• and so on ••• All these analysises are only valid without 
noise or with _very little noise, that is to say very high 
signal to noise ratios. Big efforts have been supported to 
conceive and build phase detectors which are linear on an 
extended range, because the analysis of phase locked loops 
using such phase detectors leads to improved performances, 
compared to the sinusoidal phase detector, concerning pull-in 
range, lock-in range and threshold, provided that this linear 
characteristic is preserved in presence of noise. Besides, 
coherent detectors with a linear phase characteristic are wis
hed for demodulation of multiplex of subcarriers because they 
would be free of intermodulct:ion inherent to non-linear phase 
detector characteristics and they would afford signal to 
noise ratio improvements. The question arises whether the noi
seless characteristic of a phase detector is maintained or not 
in presence of noise,and if i~is not, what its becomes. 

I.- Some types of phase detectors - We shall consider four 
types of phase detector characteristics which are often 
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encountered in practice in phase locked loops. Previously, let 
us only remember the true multiplier as a phase detector : its 
is well known that its behaviour has a sinusoidal characteris
tic whatever the signal to noise ratio is, with a gain propor
tional to the amplitude of the signal and the ouput signal to 
noise ratio proportional to the input signal to noise ratio. 

The first type of phase detector studied will be the sinu
soidal one, made up by the association of a true multiplier 
preceded on the signal input by a hard limiter ; without noise 
its phase characteristic is sinusoidal. The second type will 
be the linear one, or sawtooth phase detector. Many designs 
are possible, the simplest being obtained with a flip-flop 
which is set by the input signal, and reset by the reference 
signal ; without noise its phase characteristic is linear bet
ween -n and+ n.The third type will be the triangular one, 
obtained for instance by a true multiplier or a logical exclu
sive OR with two hard limiters on the input and on the referen 
ce ; without noise its characteristic· is linear with positive 
slope between - n and+ n with negative slope between+ n 
and 3n 2 2 2 

2 
The fourth type will be the bang-bang phase detector used in 
digital phase locked loops ; it delivers only a qualitative 
information, the output being equal to plus or minus one accor 
ding to the phase between O and +n, or O and -n; without noise 
its characteristic is rectangular. 

The four types of phase detector characteristics are repre
sented (Fig. 2) 

II.- General characteristics of a phase detector in presen
ce of noise - In what follows, the problem is restricted to 
the study of the characteristic of a phase detector receiving 
on its input a narrow band signal with additive noise (Fig. 3) 
The noise process n(t) is supposed to be gaussian, stationary 
and resulting from a symmetrical narrow band-pass filtering 
about pulsat:ion w0 of a wide band noise process of density No 
W/Hz. Therefore it may be decomposed in (Ref. 5) 

n (t) = n 1 (t) sin Wot+ n
2
(t) cos Wot 

n 1 (t) and n (t) are two independant low pass gaussian noise 
processes wfth densi!)r2No W/Hz. If the input signal is a sine 
wave of amplitude~ the input of the phase detector is 

Irr sin 11.ot + n 1 (t) sin Wot + n 2 (t) cos 11ot 
The input is characterized by the signal1D noise ratio 

p 
z = 2NOW (1) 

with 2W equivalent noise bandwidth of the input band pass fil
ter. The output y is a function of the phase difference 
between the signalc3'1d the reference, of the signal to noise 
ratio Z, and of the noiseless characteristic C of the phase 
detector 

y = f (0o, Z, C) 
Let C (0) be the most general phase detector characteristic 
(Fig. 4) that we assume for the moment periodic of period 2n . 
Most input signals being double side band modulated, we 
also assume the characteristic is odd, such that 

C (0) = - C (-0) 
C (0) may be expanded in Fourier series of the variable 0 



... 
C (9) = l Cn sin ne 

n=1 

with Cn 1 11rc (9) sin ne dS = -Tr Tr 
For a constant phase difference So between the signal and the 
reference, the output is ... 
C (So)= l Cn sin n9o 

n=1 

If now there is noise at the input, it appears at the output 
a phase deviation 8, or phase noise which is a random variable 
characterized by its density function p (9) for -1r<8<+1r 
The output becomes y = C (9 0+9) 
The mean characteristic in presence of noise is given by the 
expectation over 0 of y ( 0) 

+Tr 

E (y) =/y(S) p(S) de=./.,, I Cn sin (9+9o) p(S) d0 

E (y) = I Cn r~:in ne~Trc::

1

ne p(0) d0 + 
.., n= 1 "J_ Tr 

l cn/+~os n0o sin n0p(9) d8 
n= 1 _ Tr 

The last term is zero because p (0) is an even function 

So E (y) = I Cn sin n0 0f_:~s n9p(0) d0 
n=1 

- Tr 
It way be shown (appendix I) that 

(+cos n0 p(0) d0= lirz exp c-1) [In-1 c1) .L1r 2 · 2 -:-z- 2 
Iv(x) v order modified Bessel function of 

+ In+1 (~) J 
fir<lkind 

( 3) 

So E (y) = liiz l Cn -2-
n=1 

... 
exp ( -1

2
) [I n-1 (1) + I n+1 

-2- 2 -2- (~) J x sin9o 

(4) 

Bessel functions being tabulated, it is possible, for any 
phase detectorcharacteristic, using its Fourier series 
expansion of coefficient Cn, to compute the steady-state res
ponse in presence of noise. 
This has been done for the four types of phase detectors pre
sented in the previous section and results are plotted in 
function of the input signal to noise ratio Z (Fig. 5). We see 
that all phase characteristics, except the sinusoidal one, are 
heavily distorted by a strong noise and that they all tend to 
become sinusoidal at low signal to noise ratios, practically 
for Z <·0.1. This can be easily deduced from relation (4) by 
using asymptotic properties of Bessel functions 

If Z<<1 I~)+ 0 except v=O for which I
0 

(~)+1 

So E(y)=~ c1sin0o 

At low signal to noise ratios all phase detectors have formal-



ly a sinusoidal characteristic and the gain is proportionnal 
to the amplitude c1 of the fundamental term of the Fourier 
series ~ansion or C (0) 

E (y)+ ;z [ i£. ~ ( 0) sine d0] sin80 

- tr 
For the sinusoidal phase detector (limiter+ multiplier) we 
obtain,without approximation

1
and for all Z 

ltrZ Z [ Z Z J E(y) = ~- C exp (--) I (-) + I
1
(-2 ) sin 0 0 2 1 2 o 2 ( 6) 

Z 1 Z I~ (2)~ exp <2 > 

l Cn sin n0o= C (0o) 

If Z»1 

Sd E (y)+ 

Of course 
ratios is 

n=l h · · b · d f h' h ~ne c aracteristic o taine or ig signal to noise 
the noiseless characteristic. 

III.- Computation of signal to noise ratios -
to noise ratio, we use the following definition 

For the signal 

S = E
2

(y) 

N E(y)2 _ E2(y) 
( 7) 

y being the output of the phase detector. 
For the sinuosidal phase detector, we obtain easily 

* z exp (-Z) [I0 <!> + I 1 <!>] 2 

cos20o [l 1-Exp(-Z) ] · , 28 irz E - 2 - z- -sin oq xp 

which is plotted (Fig. 6) versus z and0. 
ts are 

If Z<<1 f+ tr 2 z . 2 
N 4 X sin 0o 

If Z>>1 f+ 
N 

2 z 2 tg 9o 

• 2 e sin o 

(-Z) I (-)+I (-[ 
z zi2 

o 2 1 2 
( 8) 

The asymptotic limi-

(9) 

(10) 

For small 0o, we find again classical results, the introducticn 
of a limiter at the input of the multiplier leading to a loss 
of - 1.05 dB at low Z (Ref. 6) to a null loss at high Z, by 
comparison with the ou1put 2 zeo2 of a perfect multiplier. 
For the sawtooth phase detector, the same way of computation 
leads to the results shown (Fig. 7) with the asymptotic limits 

S 3 2 If Z<<1 N+ 2 tr x 2 Z sin 0 0 (11) 

If Z»1 f+ 2 ze/ (12) 
So the saw~ooth phase detector, besides the fact it becomes 
sinusod.dal, has a degradation of 3 - about -3.21 dB - at low 
signal to noise ratios. 2i' 
For the triangular phase detector and the bang-bang phase 
detector we only give the asymptotic results, the computation 
becoming cumbersome : 

{

Z<<1 

triangular phase detector 

z>>1 

. 29 sin - o (13) 

( 14) 



{

' Z<<1 
bang-bang phase detector 

z>>1 

(15) 

(16) 

So the triangular and bang-bang phase detectors exhibit at low 
signal to noise ratios - for z<o.1 - a loss of respectively 
-1.12 dB and - 1.96 dB. 

IV. Computation of signal to noise S£ectral density ratios -
The complete evaluation of signal to noise density ratios re
quires a great deal of computation. So we shall only determine 
the limits at high and low input signal to noise ratios using 
the fact, established by Davenport (Ref. 5) that the output 
of a non linear device consists of three terms : one due to 
interaction of signal with signal (SxS), one due to interac
tion of signal with noise (SxN) and one due to interaction of 
noise with noise (NxN). When the input signal to noise ratio 
is high, we may neglect the term (NxN) and conversely when it 
is low, we may neglect the term (SxN). 
The compute.ti.on at high signal to noise ratios is easy because 
we apply linear superposition of signal and noise ; at low 
signal t? noise ratios we compute the output signal as the 
(SxS) term using the results of section II, and we compute the 
output noise spectral density near DC (NxN) by assuming there 
is pratically only noise at the input. The output signal to 
noise spectral density is noted (S) and is only valid near 
DC, or in a small bandwidth N Hz compared to W. 
For the sinusoidal phase detector, we have evaluated (Appendix 
II) the noise density at the output of the limiter preceding 
the multiplier, and made the spectral convolution with the 
sinusoidal reference. The results are dependant of the type 
of band-pass filter at the input of the phase detector (Note 
that the signal to noise ratios previously established were 
independant of the type of filter). 

If 

(rectangular filter) (1!) 

{

(~)Hz+ 0.86 ;
0 

sin
2

0 0 

If Z<<1 

(~)Hz+ 0.945 ;
0 

sin2e 0 (one-pole filter) (19) 

or, a loss, at low Z, of about -0.65 dB and -0.25 dB compared 
to the true multiplier used as a coherent detector (Note that 
the loss is less than that of signal to noise ratio). 
For the sawtooth phase detector, we have computed the output 
noise spectral density with noise at the input (Appendix III) 
and derived the following results. 

If Z>>1 <~> + P e 2 
N Hz No - 0 

s 
{<N>Hz 

+ 0.513 

If Z<<1 
s 

+ 0.512 (N)Hz 

(20) 

p 2 

No sin 0 0 (rectangular-filter) (21) 

p . 2e (one pole filter) (22) -
NO sin -o 



Therefore a loss of about -2.9 dB in the two cases of filter 
For the triangular phase detector, the noise density at the 
output of the limiter (Appendix II) about the fundamental fre
quency and its odd harmonics, is determined and its convolution 
with the square reference leads to the output noise density. 

S P 2 
If z>>1 <N>Hz+ No9o (23) 

If Z«1J<~>H;o. 85 ~o sin
2 

So (rectangular filter) 

1c~>Hz+ 0.935 ~o sin
2
8o(one pole filter) 

(24) 

(25) 

Or respectively a loss, at low Z, of about -0.70 dB and -0.30 
dB. 
For the bang-bang phase detector, the output noise density is 
equal to the noise density after the limitation ofn 1 (t)orn,(t), 

(equivalent low pass noise processes of the inpuL noise,. 
We obtain 

If Z»1 (~) + ex> (26) 
N Hz 

{

(-NS) +0,80 _NPo sin 20o (rectangular filter) 
If Z<<1 Hz 

<i>Hz +0,92 ~o sin20o (one pole filter) 

(27) 

(28) 

or respectively a loss of about -0.97 dB and -0.36 dB. 
All these results show that the best of all these phase detec
tors used as coherent detectors, is the sinusoidal one, and 
that the linear phase detector exhibits a degradation of near 
- 3 dB. 

V.- General characteristics of a phase detector in pre
sence of angle modulation and noise 
If the input is now angle modulated, it is possible to genera
lize the relation (4) of section II. Assume the input signal 
is 

The 
vii sin (wot +4>(t) 

output signal of the 

y=C (0o-4>+0) 

) + n(t) 
phase detector will be 

0ostatic angle between input and reference 

4> angle modulation of input signal 

0 random angle modulation due to the noise n(t) 

(29) 

The mean output of the phase detector becomes now the double 
expectation over the ensemble of noise and over the ensemble 
of modulation, 

E (y) =_blC(0o-4>+0) p (0,$) d0,d$ (30) 

But modulation process and noise process are statistically in
dependant therefore 

p (9,4>) = p (9) p ($) (31) 
CX) 

and c (9) = ~ c . 0 n!-i n sin n 
CX) 

So E(y) = (j l Cn sin n (0 0 -$+0) p(e) p(4>) d0,d$ 
JI N=1 



We suppose also, what is generally the case, that the modula
tion process is symmetrical with zero mean. 

p(~) = p(-+); this allows us to write 

E (y) = I Cn E(cos n0) sin n0o f'cos n~p(~) d~ 
n=1 'J ' 

(32) 

E (y)= nL Cn t;z exp <-!> [ In;1 <!> + In;1 <!~ sin0 0 

x/cos n ~p(~) d~ (33) 

This equation is very general and allows the derivation of the 
mean output of a phase detector of any characteristic, for any 
8 0 in presence of gaussian noise with any input filter, and any 
modulation process provided that its density function p(~) is 
known. 
For instance, look at the characteristic of a sinusoidal phase 
detector in presence of gaussian noise and gaussian modulation 
In this case 

Cn = O for n t 1 and c1 = 1 

exp-JL 
and P ( "') -- 2<Pe2 "' d 1 . . d ~ ~e r.m.s. mo u ation in ex 

l2ir" ~e 

It is easy to find 

E(y) = ./;z exp(-~) [I
0

(~) + I 1 <!> J exp(-<P~
2

) sin0o (34) 

This a classical well known result, the original characteris
tic being multiplied by a first term which is the noise sup
pression factor, and by a second term, which is the modulation 
suppression factor. 

Conclusion.- It has been shown that the phase detector 
characteristic is heavily distorted by the presence of addi
tive noise at the input and there is an unavoidable degenera
tion of all types into a sinusoidal characteristic at low 
signal to noise ratios, typically below 0.1, or minus 10 dB. 
So we cannot hope improved performances of phase detectors if 
these devices must work in strong noise. The best of all devi
ces is the multiplier which does not exhibit loss at low signal 
to noise ratios. Nevertheless if the sinusoidal characteristic 
is a major disadvantage for intermodulation, and if an exten
ded quasi linear range is necessary, the way to obtain it in 
presence of strong noise is to build a noiseless characteris
tic of any type but defined modulo 2 N~, so that the degene
rated characteristic would be 

hZ 9 - 2- C Sin 2..l.. 1 N 

which could be considered, in a range around the origin, as N 
times more linear than the normal characteristic sin0 0 • 

Ap;eendix I 
The joint probability density function of the envelope Rand 
phase e of a sine wave of power P with additive noise power o!I. 
is given by 



p(R,0) = ~ 
2 ,1TC1 L. [ 

R
2
+2P-212P R Cos el -1T<0<+1T exp -

2
(.1 2 -_with 

O<R<+co 

we compute i+c:oj+'IT 
E (cos m0) = dR _ p(R,0) cos me d0 

o ~ +1r 
Using the relation./ exp Ca cos 0) cos 

1·~ -'IT R2+2P i2J5R 
E (cos m0) = 

0 02 exp C- 2C1 2 ) Im~ dR 

and using the other relations 

l oo 2 8 jc:o 2 -
x exp (-ax) Iv (Bx) dx = 4a exp (-ax )dx~v- 1 <Sx)+Iv+ 1 <S1 " 100 0 2 ·2 
and exp(-ax 2 ) I <Sx)dx = -2

1 /! exp (- -
8
8 ) I (-

8
8 ) v a a v a 

0 -2 
we finally obtain 

1-iiz z [ z E (cos m0) =~exp (-2) Im-! <2> 
-2-

p 
with Z = 0 2 

The autocorrelation 
process is given by 

Appendix II 
function of a limited narrow band gaussian 

2 . -1 2 
Ry(T) =~sin P(T) = 'IT 

co 
\' . p 2p+1 
l ap· ( T) 

p=o 

with ~T) = pn(T) cosw T,pn(T) normalised autocorrelation 
tion of thee:iuivalent0 low-pass processes n Ct) et n (t). 
using powers series and trigonometric identities, w~ may 
after some manipulations. 

Ry (T)=; p!o ap 2~P s~o (:::

1

J 
2p+1 

COS (2S+1)w Tp (T) 
o n 

func
By 
write 

taking the Fourier transform leads to the spectral density 

4 co 1 88 
a ( 2p+1} ' 2p+1 

G (w) = ir }: I T cos[w-(2s+1)wJTP (T) dT 
y s=o O p=s 2 P p-s n 

This expression has been evaluated in the different zones at 
the output of the limiter, for the case of an ideal rectangu
lar filter and for the case of a one pole filter, and results 
are used in section IV. 

Appendix III 
The autocorrelation of the output of a linear phase detector 
with narrow band gaussian noise at the input is obtained from 
the joint density function of the output phase e 1 =0(t 1 ) and 

e<t 1+T) (ref. s) 

1-p n(T) il..:X +X ('IT-COS • X 2 [ r--::11. - 1 

4 1r2 ( 1-x2) 372 

with X: pn(T) cos (01-e2 ) 

It is more convenient to consider 



2E (01 i0
2

) = 2E (02 ) - E (01-02 ) 2 

After cumbersome manipuJa:ions we get 

E <e 1 - 0 2 ) = ,rs in - 1 p n ( T ) - [ s in - 1 p n ( T >] 2 
00 

+ 1. l 
2 m=1 

2m 
pn(T) 

2 
"' 

The Fourier transform has been evaluated numerically and 
results are used in section IV for two types of input filter 
(rectangular and one-pole) 

Appendix IV 

The autocorrelation of a limited low-pass gaussian process 
(n

1
(t) or n

2
(t) ) is equal to 

2 . -1 
Ry (T) =- sin p (T) with pn(T) autocorrelation of n 1 (t) 

,r oo n 2 p+ 1 

Ry (T) = I }: a pn(T) 
,r o-o P 

The output no1se spectra of the bang-bang phase detector is 
~iven by the Fourier transform. 

oo loo 2p+1 
Gy (w) . ~ l a p (T) COSWTdT 

11' p=o P n 
0 

This has been evaluated for two types of input filter (rectan
gular and one pole) and applied in section IV. 
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